




hy do words matter?

ow does the brain process words?

C ommunicating what we really mean

C ommunication now



Words Influence



Words Transform



Words Endure



Words Can Lift Up



Words Can Tear Down



Reflection

Think about things that have been said to you that 
have ‘stuck’, for better or worse.





Broken

Bruised

Crushed



Oh that pesky brain!



Oh that pesky brain!



Oh that pesky brain!



Reflection

Think about things you said to yourself the last time 
you were ‘behind enemy lines’. 

Would you say those things to anyone else?





Observe the words and phrases you use
every day.

Do they really reflect who you are?



Use self-talk in constructive ways.





I don’t mean to offend you, but…

Behold the Underlying Truth



Why? When? With Whom?



Think about:

- what the probable and possible outcomes   
will be

- what you are going to say and how

- why you are going to say it

- whether it’s worth it



Is your body language sending the message 
you want it to?



The Brain and Repetition



Activity

Replace the following phrases with more positive ones:

It’s rude not to offer a guest a drink

You can’t eat dessert until you finish your dinner

Don’t ride in the front of a taxi

I’m so frustrated that we can’t be singing together



Find methods to keep yourself from speaking
out in anger. Deep breathing or counting to ten 
can help.

repeat.



Use the backspace and delete keys generously 
and the send key carefully.

Say I’m sorry like you mean it.



Reflection

Think of an experience of when an apology was (or 
was not) meaningful 



The Power of Gratitude

JUSTSAY THANK YOU.
Luigi Antonini





Discussion

What do you think are some of the benefits and 
pitfalls of social media communication?





- you are communicating something that requires body language, 
tone of voice or inflection to get your message across, social 
media is likely a poor choice.

Social media is likely a poor choice if:

- you are looking for back and forth communication.

- you are unclear about something and need to ask a lot of
questions

- you are writing in a state of anger or frustration; better to
write it down and reread later to see if you really want to 
post



‘Vaguebooking’ comes up at the top of almost every pet peeve poll! 
These vague posts are meant to raise attention and concern, but they 
mostly miss the mark.

Chronic complaining. As tiresome on the net as off it!

Meaningless calls to action – ‘post your favorite musical instrument if
care about the environment.’

Oversharing. Need I say more?



Polarizing religious or political statements. There is a possibility for 
respectful dialog about important issues, but interactive dialog is not
a strength of social media. Nor is anonymity.

Tagging people in photos without asking permission, ESPECIALLY
children.



Discussion

What are some of your pet peeves about social 
media?




